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October 07, 2014

Scoring Plays
"Scoring"
October 6, 2014
Tommy Brow  Rules Interpreter
tom.brow@comcast.net

Jun 169:23 AM

Goalline Plane
Area between the pylons and
includes the entire pylon

Sep 237:48 PM

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.

Breaking the Goal Line Plane
Airborne Players near the Goal Line
Field Goal Attempts
Batted Balls in the End Zone
Couple of Interesting Plays
Five video clips
* Targeting
* Legal Low Hit on QB
* Legal Tackle Down Field
* Intentional Grounding and Holding
* Patient Touch Down Call

Aug 2411:23 AM

Goalline Plane
This plane does NOT extend beyond the
pylons except in two specific cases.

Sep 237:48 PM

Goalline Plane

Goalline Plane

This plane DOES extend beyond the pylons
when a ball carrier touches pylon.

This plane DOES extend beyond the pylons
when a ball carrier touches ground in
the end zone.

Sep 237:48 PM

Sep 237:48 PM
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If the runner dives or jumps and the ball breaks the plane of the goal extended
while he is airborne and he then lands outofbounds, the runners forward progress
is marked where the ball crossed the sideline (ball must be inside or over the pylon)

Sep 309:16 PM

October 07, 2014

If the runner dives or jumps and the ball breaks the plane of the goal extended
while he is airborne and he then hits the pylon after the ball has broken the plane of
the goal line extended, it is a touchdown!

Sep 309:16 PM

A89 is airborne and just inside the end zone when he receives
a legal forward pass. A defender contacts A89 and he first touches
the ground at the B1 where he is tackled.

Are you ready for an
interesting play?

Sep 173:26 PM

Answer

Oct 19:46 AM

What if, A89 is airborne and just inside the end zone when he receives
a legal forward pass. A defender contacts A89 and he first touches
the outof bounds at the B1.

A89 has scored
a touchdown.

Oct 19:52 AM

Oct 19:46 AM
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October 07, 2014

Answer
Incomplete pass. A89
did not complete the pass.
Therefore  no score.
Are you ready for another
interesting play?

Oct 19:52 AM

What if, A89 is airborne and just inside the end zone when he receives
a legal forward pass. There is no contact by a defender. A89 simply
first lands at the B1 and is tackled there.

Sep 173:26 PM

Answer
Completed pass. A89
caught the pass at the B1.
Therefore  no score.
Team A's ball at the B1
It matters if he was contacted or not contacted in end zone!

Oct 19:46 AM

Field Goal Attempts

Sep 309:00 PM

Oct 19:52 AM

Field goal attempt is unsuccessful if the ball passes
back between the uprights and above the cross bar

Sep 309:01 PM
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It is NOT a touchback when an unsuccessful field goal
attempt untouched by Team B strikes the ground in the
end zone.

Sep 309:01 PM

October 07, 2014
A11's field goal attempt hits A69 in the back a) while A69 is
in the backfield or b) while A69 is beyond the line.
The kick then spits the uprights.

Oct 110:30 AM

ANSWER
A field goal attempt is unsuccessful
if the kick touches a player of the
kicking team before the kick passes
through the goal posts.
The kick is  no good!

Are you ready for another
interesting play?

Sep 237:48 PM

Team A's field goal attempt is about to clear the crossbar when
B47 jumps and bats the ball to the ground in the end zone
where B25 recovers it

Sep 173:26 PM

Answer
This is a field goal attempted touched by Team B beyond the
neutral zone, so the result of the play is a touchback. However
B47's batting the ball in the end zone is illegal and
the foul is governed by postscrimmage kick (PSK)
rules, so Team B is penalized at the spot of the foul,
which would leave the ball in the end zone.
Thus the penalty yields a safety.
NOTE: Because of PSK enforcement, Team A
does not have an option to replay the down.

Oct 13:17 PM

Oct 13:29 PM
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On a twopoint try attempt, A17 fumbles the ball and B3 recovers.
During B3's run, he fumbles the ball at the B6 and it rolls into the
end zone where B22 recovers and is downed.

October 07, 2014

Answer
Team B3's fumble put new
impetus on the ball. B3 put
the ball into his end zone.
Once a B22 recovered and
was tackled in his end zone,
it is a safety. Since it was during
a try, it is a onepoint safety!

Oct 512:43 PM

Oct 13:29 PM

Thank you!

Tommy Brow  Rules Interpreter
tom.brow@comcast.net

Jun 188:22 PM

Oct 13:38 PM
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